THE CLOSE OF THE MIDDLE AGES
-reverses, which placed him for a time at the mercy of the most
powerful of the French princes, the Duke of Burgundy, who ruled
over the Low Countries.
The important acquisitions which he made towards the end of
his reign were due to personal accidents: for instance, the death of
the princes of Anjou, which brought Anjou and Provence into the
royal domain, and the death of Charles, Duke of Burgundy, which
provided Louis with a pretext for conquering the duchy of Bur-
gundy. The revolt of the princes during the minority of Charles
VIII led to a war ending in the marriage of the king to Anne,
heiress to the duchy of Brittany, which prepared the way for the
annexation of this duchy.
5CREATION   OF    A    STANDING   ARMY
Under the feudal system the army had been a mere assembly
of vassals, whose duty it was to perform a short period of military
service with an equipment provided at their own expense. The
result of this was mat the prince could make war only at a short
distance from home. For the long wars of the fourteenth century,
which were carried on at a distance, the king took into his service
men whom he could retain till the end of the war, paying them
at a rate fixed by custom, whence they obtained the name of
soldats (soldiers; in the south soudards, from the Latin soldum, pay),
applied to professional fighting-men.
The soldiers fought on horseback, but were divided into two
classes, according to their equipment. The fully armed men
known as gendarmes carried on the tradition of the feudal knights;
they fought with the lance, mounted on horses protected by
heavy defensive armour, and were themselves no longer clad in
the close-fitting hauberk of chain mail, but in armour made of
plates of metal, jointed in such a way as to protect every part of
the body: the corslet for the chest, ailettes for the shoulders, arm-
pieces, thigh-pieces, and greaves for protecting the arms and legs,
with a basinet or helmet, provided with a visor, on the head.
They received higher pay than the others and had a superior
status. The more lightly equipped horsemen, known as chewu-
Ug&rs, fought with sword and bow, protected only by a cuirass
of leather or quilted stuff and a casque or helmet.
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